Quantitative measurement of afferent layers in the ferret inferior colliculus: DNLL projections to sublayers.
In the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus (IC), afferent projections are aligned with dendritic arbors of disk-shaped cells, forming fibrodendritic layers. One feature that may serve as a guide for study of the intrinsic organization of the IC layers is the segregation of certain inputs to bands and patches within the layers of the central nucleus. In this study, we used Phaseolus leucoagglutinin as an anterograde tracer to examine the projections from the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus to the contralateral IC in adult ferrets. The labeled afferent projections distributed along the IC layers in a series of bands where there were dense endings and interband spaces where there were few if any endings. Branches of individual labeled axons that were reconstructed distributed within a single afferent band. Measurements of both the terminal density distribution and the optical density across the band were similar indicating that afferent bands were approximately 85 microm thick. Quantitative measurements of the labeled afferent bands will enhance comparison with other afferent projections and analysis of afferent development and plasticity.